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Abstract

This report of activity concerns my ELIAS exchange grant from 07/15/2013 to 08/18/2013
at the i-Kernels group led by Prof. A. Moschitti in the Department of Information
Engineering and Computer Science (DISI), at University of Trento, Italy (UNITN).

1 Purpose of the visit

The following specific scientific goals were explicitly addressed by this exchange
grant:

• In general, a study of the feasibility of the evaluation of Formal Concept
Analysis (FCA) by information-theoretic means, and

• In particular, the assessment of FCA-enabled distributional models of Se-
mantics by information-theoretic means.

However, since the funded period for the grant was halved, I have been
obliged to limit myself mostly to the first one, for the time being. For the
second avenue of research, work has only began on a proof of concept.

2 Description of work

This report concerns the development of an information-theoretic assessment
model for a new kind of semantic models being developed in the framework
of Project LiMoSINe, Formal Concept Analysis (FCA)-enhanced distributional
semantic models.

Distributional models of language have reached a point where it is feasi-
ble to parameterise them around a number of design decisions [11]. UNED
is experimenting with the enhancing of such models by incorporating Formal
Concept Analysis-based capabilities [4]. The envisioned extension deals with the
structuring of the dimensions of the distributional model to resemble the lexical
dimensions of a lexical hierarchy, hence modelling ad-hoc lexical resources that
lend explicability to distributional model features.

For this purpose it is necessary that we use graded incidences where the
degree of incidence between objects and their attributes ranges in a continuous
interval. However, not every range of measurements generate FCA-like theories
for the analysis of data.

The author of this grant proposal has co-developed an extension of FCA
where objects and attributes are related by degrees of incidence [20–22, 24]
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and a framework for evaluating multiclass classification in information-theoretic
terms[23, 25]. It is our intuition that these two tools can be combined to provide
a measure to assess the quality of a K-FCA-induced concept lattices in semantic-
modelling tasks.

2.1 Formal Concept Analysis to Enhance Distributional
Models of Language

Formal Concept Analysis (FCA) is an unsupervised learning technique that
generates concept lattices from binary matrices (incidence relations) between
objects and attributes whereby their relation can be visualized or explored. The
result of the FCA building process is a concept lattice, that is, a complete lattice
of formal concepts, pairs of a set of objects and all the attributes (features) that
can be predicated of them.

The mathematical bases of this induction process are well understood and
robust, hence attractive for the induction of hierarchy-like structures (tree-like
hierarchies are trivially embedded in complete lattices). Therefore, FCA as an
exploratory data technique that has been used extensively in Linguistic Mod-
elling [14], Knowledge Processing [13] or Information Retrieval [26], to cite but
a few domains.

One could then use similarity in concept lattices [3] as modelling lexical
similarity, and profit from the existence of object and attribute topologies in
the induced lattice [6]. Since FCA induces new proximities and relations be-
tween objects (dually attributes) it would be possible to deduce relations un-
known/unobserved in the data.

This process is reminiscent of Singular Value Decompositionand Latent Se-
mantic Analysis [22] , but the dimensions of analysis are related to the original
ones in the model. Therefore, to better capture linguistic phenomena, the orig-
inal dimensions of the matrix must be linguistically-motivated. The technology
of tree kernels used at the Machine Learning and NLP group at U. Trento
has proven its mettle in describing linguistic phenomena for standard text cat-
egorization tasks [1], and we expect it to excel in capturing phenomena for
FCA-amenable features.

2.2 Extending FCA to model linguistic, learnable phenomena

From the perspective of Machine Learning, FCA is a subtask of multilabel
classification [17, 18], specifically, the exploratory analysis of data/classification
results. It has many points of contact with hierachical clustering and, more
specifically, biclustering. Under this guise, FCA is also known as conceptual
clustering.

But it has proven difficult to develop it as an objective function optimization-
driven unsupervised or supervised learning task [but see 19, as applied to Infor-
mation Retrieval]. This is, in part, caused by the absence of graded assessment
measures on concept lattices: in standard FCA a concept lattice either repre-
sents is incidence relation or not, suggesting a discrete measure.
K-FCA is an extension of FCA where incidences take value in a special

type of range, specifically an idempotent semifield (logprobabilistic costs, for
intance). Matrices with values in such algebras are subjected to an exploratory
process that generates concepts with a certain degree of existence. The issue of
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this process is a sequence of concept lattices that can be related to such degrees
of existence. Such technique has been used to explore confusion matrices of
multiclass classifiers [12] as well as gene expression microarray data [7].

2.3 Information-theoretic methods to evaluate Machine
Learning tasks

In previous work, we have co-developed a set of techniques to evaluate multiclass
classifications tasks [23] based information-theoretic methods, namely the (De
Finetti) Entropy Triangle (ET) and the Entropy-Modified Accuracy (EMA) and
the Normalized Information Transfer (NIT) factor.

EMA is a measure of a classifier’s performance in a classification task while
the NIT factor is a measure of how efficient is the learning process of the classifier
[25]. Furthermore, the ET is a visualizing tool for system comparison that takes
into consideration both previous measures (indirectly) as well as the difficulty
of the task (explicitly) [23]. Furthermore, it is also possible to analyse the
performance of classifiers on a per-class basis by means of K-FCA exploration
of their confusion matrices [12].

Note that such measures can already be used as alternative performance
indices for tasks that use distributional models, like detecting synonymy [11,
§6]. However, such measures cannot be used yet for the analysis of multilabel
classification, i.e. for the performance analysis of those matrices generating
concept lattices in either binary or graded form. And yet, avowedly [2, 5],
concept lattices improve on other tasks to evaluate distributional models, like
sense ranking or single-word priming.

In this work we have undertaken to extend the information-theoretic
measures and visualization technique above to the evaluation of mul-
tilabelling tasks, which amounts to the evaluation of certain concept lattices
arising from them. This will impact on all tasks interpretable as multilabelling
such as text categorization, market basket analysis, etc.

2.4 FCA for the evaluation of multi-labelling tasks

The technique to evaluate classification tasks by information-theoretic means
is crucially based in the availability of probability densities over a sigma alge-
bra [23]. In the finite case, sigma algebras reduce to Boolean lattices, but defin-
ing probability measures or densities on generic lattices is a long-sought goal as
yet unattained. In fact relaxations of the measure concept have been attained
on geometric or merely distributed lattices, but not on general lattices [9].

FCA provides a re-foundational basis for lattice theory in terms of concrete
lattices: every lattice is the concept lattice of some data context and every data
concept has an associated context lattice. In fact, the fundamental theorem
of FCA provides some guidance as to how to define functions over lattices by
considering the sets of join- and meet-irreducibles, unlike standard measures
over boolean lattices which only use join-irreducibles (atomic events in the finite
sigma-field of sets).
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2.5 Extending measure theory to Concept Lattices

Generalising the definition of measure of probability over a sigma algebra, or
boolean lattice, to other valuation functions on more general types of lattices
is a long-sought goal of a number of disciplines [27], but so far elusive. In the
framework of the Dempster-Schafer Theory of evidence some advance has been
made by considering belief functions to take values in semifields, for instance
ranking theory [16]. Semifields are abstractions of both the concepts of semi-
rings and fields, some of them lacking most of the properties normally handled
when calculating in rings or fields. On the other hand, the boolean semiring,
extensively used in Computer Science and Combinatorics, is a good prototype
for such semirings, lacking additive and multiplicative inverses, but with other
interesting properties. In fact, it seems that FCA is nothing but a different take
on the (almost inexistent) spectral theory over certain semirings [22].

In this paper we propose to explore this issue from the point of view of an
extension to lattice theory by considering valuations over concept lattices over
semirings.

2.5.1 Classical measure theory definitions

Let G be a non-empty set and Γ ⊆ 2G be a non-empty class of subsets of G.
Recall that a (classical) measure is a function µ : Γ→ [0,∞] assigning to every
subset a nonnegative number X 7→ µ(X). Then X ∈ Γ is a null set iff µ(X) = 0.

The natural extension of measures are valuations over lattices: Let L =
〈L,∨,∧,⊥L,>L〉 be a non-empty, finite lattice. An evaluation on L is a map
r : L→ R. We say that an evaluation r on L is:

1. isotone, if x < y ⇒ r(x) ≤ r(y), and strictly isotone, if x < y ⇒ r(x) <
r(y).

2. antitone, if x < y ⇒ r(x) ≥ r(y), and strictly antitone, if x < y ⇒ r(x) >
r(y).

3. grounded1 when r(⊥L) = 0 , and normalized when r(>L) = 1 .
4. submodular, iff r(x ∨ x) + r(x ∧ y) ≤ r(x) + r(y) .
5. supermodular, iff r(x ∨ x) + r(x ∧ y) ≥ r(x) + r(y) .
6. modular, iff it is both submodular and supermodular.

A valuation on L is an isotone modular evaluation on L. See [10] for a review of
the importance of valuations in quantitative analysis. Note that [15] considers
antitone modular evaluations, calling them entropies. This dovetails into the
concept of Galois connections made concrete by FCA.

[10] propose a strictly isotonic, submodular evaluation:

t(a) =

 0 a = >L
t(a∗)− 1 a ∈M(L), a < a∗

min{t(b) + t(c)− t(b ∨ c)‖a < b, a < c} otherwise
(1)

Note that this valuation seems to be defined in N rather than R. Clearly, their
intent was to relate a closure and a kernel system through it. That is, to give
an overall valuation for a concept lattice in terms either of the closure system
of extents or the kernel (dual closure) system of intents. However, this was not
achieved in [10] or elsewhere, to the extent of our knowledge.

1 [10] use normalized, but this is mostly used elsewhere in the same sense we use it here.
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2.5.2 Valuations on a concept lattice

We introduce now a generalization of valuations where the range is any semiring.
Let S = 〈S,⊕,⊗,⊥, e〉 be a semiring and L a non-empty, finite lattice. A S-
evaluation on L is a map r : L → S. We say that a S-evaluation r on L
is:

1. grounded when r(⊥L) = ⊥S and normalized when r(>L) = eS .
2. submodular, iff r(x ∨ x)⊗ r(x ∧ y) ≤ r(x)⊗ r(y) .
3. supermodular, iff r(x ∨ x)⊗ r(x ∧ y) ≥ r(x)⊗ r(y) .
4. modular, iff it is both submodular and supermodular.

A S-valuation on L is an isotone, modular S-evaluation on L.
Note that we have given a multiplicative character to the modular law. Then

traditional modularity can be interpreted as being defined in the max plus
semiring.

It is easy to see that in this case (1) can actually be conceived as defined
over the Rmin,+ idempotent semifields: actually the complete subsemifield with
carrier set [−∞, 0] which is an incline . In order to generalize it further we are
going to posit a mass function for meet irreducibles mL :M(L)→ S, so that

t↑(a) =


e a = >L

t↑(a∗)
�

/ mL(a) a ∈M(L), a < a∗∑•

b,c∈↑a\{a}
(t↑(b)

�
⊗ t↑(c))

�
/ t↑(b ∨ c) otherwise

(2)

Now consider a mass function on join-irreducibles mδ
L : J (L)→ S . In such

case we can define a dual valuation as

t↓(b) =


e b = ⊥L

t↓(b∗)
�

/ mδ
L(b) a ∈ J (L), b > b∗∑•

b,c∈↓a\{a}
(t↓(b)

�
⊗ t↓(c))

�
/ t↓(b ∨ c) otherwise

(3)

With such valuation we may define a valuation for a concept (a, b) in a
concept lattice as:

v : L→ S (4)

(a, b) 7→ v((a, b)) = (k1
�
⊗ t↑(a))

�
/ (k2

�
⊗ t↓(b)) (5)

Note that both t↑ and t↓ are strict isotone and supermodular, whence the be-
haviour of v can be adjusted by means of the constants k1 and k2 and depends
heavily on the mass functions on join- and meet-irreducibles.

2.6 Tools to measure the performance of multilabel
classification

This section summarizes the present state of affairs regarding measuring perfor-
mance for multilabel classification by using entropic measures on multi-valued
formal contexts.

The mass functions used in the previous section have some bearing in the
notion of “uncertainty” in the lattice: The process of reducing a formal context
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defines a partition of the set of objects G/ker(γ) and attributes M/ker(µ) [4]. If
the resulting concept lattice were boolean, such partitions can be used to define
probability mass functions on the atoms and coatoms of the lattice, respectively,
corresponding to the meet and the join irreducibles.

If the partition of objects had a single block, the ability of the attribute set
to distinguish between objects would be the worst possible, yielding a system
with maximal object uncertainty. Contrariwise, if the partition had as many
blocks as objects, the ability of the attribute set to distinguish objects would
be the best possible, yielding a system with minimal object uncertainty. A dual
discussion would lead to similar considerations for attribute uncertainty. Note
that the uncertainty of such partitions is both related to the Hartley and the
Shannon entropies [9]

With respect to our previous work on measures on joint distributions, these
object and attribute uncertainty seem to capture the notion of (marginal den-
sity) distance with respect to the uniform distribution [23]. This lends credibility
to the notion that there exists a similar “entropy triangle” operating on formal
contexts as the one operating on joint distributions.

For instance, it is well known that a perfect coupling between objects and
attributes is captured by diagonal incidences, equivalently, diamond lattices.
Dually, the worst coupling between objects and attributes is expressed in formal
contexts whose concept lattices are boolean (maximal uncertainty). Note the
resemblance of these behaviours to random variable independence. The sum of
the residual conditional entropies in our entropy triangle is the analogue of this
behaviour. Transposed to the FCA context it actually models the “uncoupling”
between objects and attributes (e.g., what cannot be discerned about one with
the other, in either direction).

The third dimension that an “uncertainty triangle” would need is the ana-
logue of the mutual information in a joint distribution. By analogy, this is what
can be known about objects by their attributes and vice-versa. I have not been
able to find a closed expression to this final quantity and this is the reason why
this discussion has been kept qualitative.

2.7 FCA for modelling linguistic learnable phenomena

This is the avenue of research that has suffered most from the reduction in the
initial requested duration for the grant. Nevertheless, since this is the point
where the host institution was strongest we have decided to sketch the lines of
future joint research rather than carry out the brunt of it.

Consequently, we have decided to use UNITN’s expertise in tree kernels and
UNED’s expertise in FCA for the task of developing features for classification
tasks using tree kernels and to apply it to Relation Extraction tasks.

The idea is for UNED’s to encode gold standard relations as lattices and
to obtain tree features both from the meet- and the join-semilattice that are
included in the concept lattice, to supplement feature from other linguistic data
available. The feature-choosing capabilities of tree-kernels will then be used
to choose the more informative features. The expectation is that the combi-
nation of more concrete or abstract features—as provided by meet- or join-
semilattices—will provide a richer set of informations to extract relations with.

At present we are building a proof-of-concept experiment on the ACE data [8].
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3 Description of the main results

We have generalised the concept of a valuation on R+
0 over a lattice to coupled

valuations on idempotent semifields over concept lattices (Section 2.5 )
We have further explored the concept of an entropy triangle (Section 2.6),

similar to previous work of ours, that captures the concept of uncertainty in
Concept Lattices in several different ways:

• In the inherent partitioning entailed by the definition of concepts,

• In the particular structure of the concept lattice and how closely it resem-
bles a diamond or a boolean lattice.

The quantitative description of this tool is left pending.
We have laid out the research avenue to obtain information from concept

lattices that tree kernels can use (Section 2.7).

4 Future collaboration with host institution (if applicable)

At present, collaboration with DISI, UNITN centres around project LiMoSINe,
where both the LSI at UNED and iKernels at UNITN are partners in the de-
veloping of a deep semantics distributional model. We plan to include several
of the results of this research stay in that model.

The group of M. Baroni, at CiMEC, UNITN would also be very interested
in developments around lattice representations of linguistic data. Indeed, I was
invited to give a talk at CiMEC, UNITN about this particular on 07/18/2013.

Apart from other collaborations, the extraction of features from concept lat-
tices dovetails nicely into the tree-kernel approach to classification co-developed
and perfected at the i-kernels group in DISI, UNITN. Consequently, we have de-
vised a joint line of research in using attributes extracted from concept lattices
to help in Relation Extraction tasks. This is detailed in Section 2.7.

5 Projected publications resulting from the grant

1. A journal paper on the development of measures on concept lattices that
takes into consideration the closure and the kernel systems, as instantiated
on completed semifields. Possible venues are Journal of Fuzzy Sets and
Systems and Information Sciences.

2. A journal paper with the mathematical development of the uncertainty
measures on lattices that also allow to measure the performance of multi-
label classification. Same venues as previous paper.

3. A conference paper on the feature selection from concept lattices for Re-
lation Extraction is envisioned for the second line of work.
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